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These stories are short, sometimes sweet, and very Canadian. Taking us from the Fjord of Eternity to the
streets of St. A missing rock god may have jumped a cruise ship -- in the Arctic. A grieving young woman
may live next to a serial rapist. Something for Everyone is Moore at the peak of her prowess -- she seems bent
on nothing less than rewiring the circuitry of the short story itself. Henighan, Stephen Blue river and red earth
These eleven short stories cover a wide range of territory - from Toronto to Cuba to Eastern Europe. And,
wide-ranging over geography as they are, they also cover an array of characters and situations that can only be
situated in the twenty-first century. These are stories about women who built time machines when they were
nine, or who predict cataclysm, or who think their dreams are reality. They include police horses with talons
and giant eagles and weredeer. At the center of it all is love. And if love is the problem, what is the solution?
That time I loved you Life is never as perfect as it seems. Tensions that have lurked beneath the surface of a
shiny new subdivision rise up. The suburbs of the s promised to be heaven on earth - new houses, new status,
happiness guaranteed. Moving from house to house, Carrianne Leung explores the inner lives behind the tidy
front gardens and picture-perfect windows, always returning to June, an irrepressible adolescent
Chinese-Canadian coming of age in this shifting world. Through June and her neighbours, Leung depicts the
fine line where childhood meets the realities of adult life, and examines, with insight and sharp prose, how
difficult it is to be true to ourselves at any age. Westhead, Jessica Things not to do Things Not to Do is a
collection of stories that seeks to examine--through humour, wit, empathy, and honesty--the dark side of
ordinary people. We know them; sometimes we are them. MacLeod, Alison All the beloved ghosts Hovering
on the border of life and death, these stories form a ground-shifting collection, taking us into history, literature
and the hidden lives of iconic figures. Precise, playful and evocative, these exquisitely crafted stories explore
memory, the media and mortality, unfolding at the line between reality and fiction. Written with vigorous
intelligence and delicate insight, this collection captures the surprising joys, small tragedies and profound
truths of existence. Novakovich, Josip Tumbleweed In this latest short-story collection Josip Novakovich
explores the shallow roots of emigration as he traverses North America from university post to writing
residency. These stories take on an aura of memoir as they invite us into the privacy of his family experiences.
Novakovich is in search of a natural existence, whether it be living close to the land or raising animals. Willis,
Deborah The dark and other love stories The characters in these thirteen masterful and engaging stories exist
on the edge of danger, where landscapes melt into dreamscapes and every house is haunted. A girl falls in love
with a man who wants to turn her into a bird. A teenage girl and her best friend test their relationship by
breaking into suburban houses. A wife finds a gaping hole in the floor of the home she shares with her
husband, a hole that only she can see. Full of longing and strange humour, these subtle, complex stories show
how love ties us to one another and to the world. Taylor, Drew Hayden The nine stories in this collection span
all traditional topics of science fiction--from peaceful aliens to hostile invaders; from space travel to time
travel; from government conspiracies to connections across generations. What if some of the artists we feel as
if we know--Meryl Streep, Neil Young, Bill Murray--turned up in the course of our daily lives? This is what
happens to Rose McEwan, an ordinary woman who keeps having strange encounters with famous people.
With wit and insight, Marni Jackson takes a world obsessed with celebrity and turns it on its head. In author
Kerry-Lee Powells skillful hands, each character, no matter what their choices, is deeply human in their search
for connection. Powell holds us in her grasp, exploring with a black humour themes of belonging, the
simmering potential for violence and the meaning of art no matter where it is found, and revealing with each
story something essential about the way we see the world. Moving out and moving on. In this brand new
collection of Vinyl Cafe stories, the more things change, the more things stay the same Archibald, Samuel
Arvida Arvida, with its stories of innocent young girls and wild beasts, attempted murder and ritual mutilation,
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haunted houses and road trips heading nowhere, is unforgettable. Smith, Russell Confidence In the stories of
Confidence, there are ecstasy-taking PhD students, financial traders desperate for husbands, owners of failing
sex stores, violent and unremovable tenants, aggressive raccoons, seedy massage parlors, experimental
filmmakers who record every second of their day, and wives who blog insults directed at their husbands. There
are cheating husbands. There are private clubs, crowded restaurants, psychiatric wards. There is one magic
cinema and everyone has a secret of some kind. With Daddy Lenin and Other Stories, award-winning author
Guy Vanderhaeghe returns once again to the form that launched his stellar literary career. Here is a grand
master writing at the height of his powers. Readers will see the world through the prism of unfamiliar
perspectives: This versatile collection--at times darkly playful, absurd, or shockingly real--illustrates how we
can fail to understand the simplest of truths and how we are trapped by the peculiarities of our own points of
view. By following four young medical students and physicians - Ming, Fitz, Sri and Chen - this debut
collection from Scotiabank Giller Prize winner Vincent Lam is a riveting, eye-opening account of what it
means to be a doctor. Munro, Alice Dear life With her peerless ability to give us the essence of a life in often
brief but spacious and timeless stories, Alice Munro illumines the moment a life is shaped -- the moment a
dream, or sex, or perhaps a simple twist of fate turns a person out of his or her accustomed path and into
another way of being. Hill, Miranda Sleeping funny Sleeping Funny is that rare book--a debut that introduces
us to a fully mature writer, one who instantly draws you in with her lean style, empathy and wit, and keeps
you reading, with growing admiration and delight, from first page to last. Coady, Lynn Hellgoing Equally
adept at capturing the foibles and obsessions of men and of women, compassionate in her humour yet never
missing an opportunity to make her characters squirm, fascinated as much by faithlessness as by faith, Lynn
Coady is quite possibly the writer who best captures what it is to be human at this particular moment in our
history. By February, the siege was over, but its effects were to be felt for decades afterward. Siege 13 is a
collection of thirteen linked stories about this terrible time in history, both its historical moment, but also later,
as a legacy of silence, haunting, and trauma that shadows the survivors. Donoghue, Emma Astray Goldminer.
They cross other borders too: They travel for love or money, incognito or under duress. With rich detail, the
celebrated author of Room takes us from puritan Massachusetts to the Yukon gold rush, antebellum Louisiana
to a s Toronto highway. Astray offers us a surprising and moving history for restless times. American
innovations Alternately realistic, fantastical, witty and lyrical, these are all deeply emotional tales, written in
exuberant, pitch-perfect prose and shadowed by the darkly marvellous and the marvellously uneasy. Whether
exploring the tensions in a mother-daughter relationship or the finer points of time travel, Galchen takes great
risks, proving that she is a writer like none other today. Thien, Madeleine Simple recipes Longing, familiarity,
and hope suffuse these stories as they mine the charged territory of relationships - subtly weaving in conflicts
between generations and cultures. Compassionate and revealing, delicate and wise, these stories chart the
uneven progress of love and lay bare the heartbreaking truths at the core of our closest bonds.
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Expand Left to right: Conversely, a really bad thing can suddenly turn positive in surprising ways. In the
Canadian literary scene in , there were several examples of people and situations that went both ways. There
she was at the Emmys soaking up the adoration as the show took the best drama series award. No wonder
USA Today named her one of the top 10 influencers of In the wake of her late support of Stephen Galloway,
accused of sexual harassment, fans began to realize that Atwood may not be perfect. The women making the
complaint were furious that Atwood spoke out without talking to them. So in , when she was among those â€”
including Galen Weston â€” protesting the construction of a mid-sized condo close to her Annex home,
detractors were ready to pounce and did so relentlessly on Twitter. She and her neighbours later relented,
focusing specifically on architectural details that threatened their privacy. It was the gifted and multiple
award-winning author who rallied Canadian writers behind Galloway in the form of an open letter. Many,
including Camilla Gibb and Kathryn Kuitenbrouwer, expressed regret that they had signed on so quickly. That
controversy paled in light of the revelation that Boyden may not be First Nations, as he often claimed. This
last revelation launched an important discussion in which the complexities of Indigenous identity were
debated in fascinating detail. Better still, though there was much vitriol tossed at Boyden, not every First
Nations activist joined in the pile-on and some showed remarkable compassion. The author and small press
promoter used his platform as editor of the Writers Union of Canada magazine to promote a prize for literary
appropriation â€” in an issue devoted to First Nations writing, no less. The comment caused a major firestorm
and led to his having to resign his post. There were serious grumblings when the Giller Prize jury gave nods to
authors who spend very little time here. She moved to the United Kingdom in and appears to be there for
good. With Nuit Blanche showing new love for what nobody still calls Scarberia, the area is becoming a
serious arts hub. But credit authors Catherine Hernandez and David Chariandy for bringing the experience of
living there such loving attention. What could be bad about this, unless these successes lead people to support
the exorbitant one-stop subway extension to Scarborough! Correction December 27, An earlier version of this
article incorrectly stated that Jonathan Kay offered to contribute funds for the creation of a so-called
"appropriation prize.
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This is the forty-fifth anniversary of Best Canadian Stories, a book that has always championed the very best of
Canadian writing, under the watchful eye in recent years of John Metcalf, who knows more about the Canadian short
story than anyone else in the country. _o3a_p>.

The Top 20 Ca Being a Canuck, there are so many different things to love about Canada: Canadian authors are
awesome because whether they were born in Canada or abroad, they write in a way that is unique and
relatable, providing diverse perspectives on different people, places, and things. We recommend the authors
listed below because we think they really showcase the amazing qualities of a true Canadian writer. So grab a
cup of Red Rose tea and a Nanaimo bar, and get ready to read about 20 of the best Canadian authors. We hope
this list introduces you to the finest in Canadian writing and gives you a greater appreciation for Canadian
literatureâ€”and all other things Canadian! Her stories have a Canadian approachâ€”especially to
wildernessâ€”and she writes creative nonfiction and memoir, as well as historical, speculative, science, and
dystopian fiction. Her writing has a feminist perspective, and her typical heroine is the modern urban woman.
She looks to her own childhood when developing ideas about characters, settings, and storylines.
Consequently, many of her novels are set in British Columbia, where she lived as a child. We recommend the
Guests of War Trilogy, a story about the adventures of two English children who are sent to Canada for safety
during the Blitz. Yann Martel Yann Martel is a fiction writer with a paradoxical style of writing. Although his
writing is playful, his approach to his craft is methodical and planned, not spontaneous. His writing process is
slow; when he has an idea, he does research. We recommend Life of Pi, the fantasy-adventure novel about an
Indian boy who explores his spirituality while stranded at sea in a lifeboat with wild animals. She was most
famous for her book Anne of Green Gables, a story about an orphan girl who is mistakenly sent to a brother
and sister who are looking to adopt a boy to help on their farm. The story looks at how Anne deals with her
new situation and her new life. As such, her writing style differed from the modernist styles and themes of the
time. Her short stories, novels, and poems are still beloved today. Rohinton Mistry Rohinton Mistry is an
Indian-born Canadian author whose fiction has a precise writing style. He writes about the difficulties that
Indian immigrants face when coming to Canada, and his characters are usually on a mission to find self-worth
while dealing with difficult familial and social situations. His work is compassionate, transparent, natural,
direct, and honest. Mistry writes historical fiction, postcolonial literature, realism, and Parsi literature. We
recommend A Fine Balance, a novel about government power and the crackdowns on civil liberties in India
between and The book will transport you to India and deepen your appreciation for family and friendship.
Alice Munro Alice Munro is a famous short story writer. Her narratives feel private and intimate, and her
characters tend to be in search of a revelation. The stories she writes are often social critiques that take place
around Huron County, Ontario, where she lives. Her central themes are love and work and the balance
between the two; her characters are unsophisticated yet relatable. We recommend Dear Life, a rich collection
of short stories about social mores and gender roles. Miriam Toews As a novelist, Miriam Toews uses her own
life as inspiration for her stories. Her writing style is direct and detailed; it exudes a sense of fearlessness. His
writing is vivid and contemporary, often portraying the strengths of marginalized groups within Canada. He is
candid about his opinions on the environment and First Nations issues, and he has a strong interest in
Canadian-oriented activist concerns. We recommend Three Day Road, a story about the journey of two young
Cree men who volunteer for the First World War and end up becoming snipers. Emma Donoghue Emma
Donoghue is a novelist as well as a writer of literary history and drama for stage, radio, and screen. Her
writing shows humanity at its best and worst while also evoking empathy for outsiders. She excels at telling
stories based on actual events, underscoring the anxiety and drama of real life. Her work exudes emotional
intelligence, and she conducts extensive research before writing her novels. We recommend Room, a gripping
tale told from the perspective of a five-year-old boy being held captive in a small room with his mother.
Thomas King Thomas King, one of the top contemporary Aboriginal writers in North America, is a novelist,
short story writer, essayist, screenwriter, and photographer. As an activist for North American Aboriginals, his
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stories portray the challenges faced by indigenous peoples in Canada. His writing combines traditional
Western narratives with an informal tone as well as strong and humorous characters. We recommend Green
Grass, Running Water, an exploration of the lives of a group of characters in a small Canadian town. Stephen
Leacock Stephen Leacock was a famous fiction and non-fiction writer, essayist, social critic, teacher, and
political scientist. He valued community and organic growth, and those themes come through in his writing.
We recommend Sunshine Sketches of a Little Town, a sequence of stories that are considered to be one of the
most enduring classics of humorous Canadian literature. He was highly opposed to the governing principles of
Canadian culture, and his moral positions were unpopular. In his body of work, he did a great job of
describing the Canadian perspective. Sinclair Ross Sinclair Ross is a fiction writer whose naturalistic prose
often deals with intellectual isolation. His novels, which are about life on the prairies of Western Canada,
provide remarkable descriptions of the great Canadian landscape. Eden Robinson Eden Robinson is a novelist
and short story writer who writes dark, disturbing Gothic fiction. Intuitive in her writing, she explores the
darkest impulses of humanity in a frightening yet darkly funny way, often writing about drug dealers and
serial killersâ€”her greatest influences are Stephen King and David Cronenberg. Her writing tends to link
historical colonialism and contemporary pop culture. We recommend Traplines, a story about four adolescents
and their dysfunctional families. She started writing stories at the age of seven, and her passion for writing
only grew from there. As an adult, she lived in Africa and saw firsthand the problems facing emergent nations,
which was later reflected in her writing. Her short stories, essays, and memoirs display warmth, strength, and
humor, and her storiesâ€”both about Canada and Africaâ€”are always written from a rural perspective. We
recommend The Stone Angel, a series of novels parallel narratives about a year-old woman facing the reality
of death while looking back on her life. Susan Juby Susan Juby is a writer most widely known for her
humorous works of young adult YA fiction. Throughout her writing career, one of her goals has been to write
the kinds of books she loves to read. She currently represents the emerging generation of scholarly, scientific,
and artistic leadership in Canada. We recommend the Alice series: Carolyn Arnold Carolyn Arnold is a
popular Canadian crime writer with a big imagination, creating riveting stories of killers and crimes that need
to be solved. Arnold has always had a love of writing, especially crime writing. We recommend Ties That
Bind, a mystery about a murder that escalates into a hunt for a serial killer. As a student teacher at a nursery
school, Munsch displayed a passion for telling stories. His style of storytelling is exuberant and exaggerated,
which is probably why it appealedâ€”and continues to appealâ€”to so many children. Even I remember his
books from my childhood! We recommend the classic Love You Forever, a picture book about the evolving
relationship between a boy and his mother. Malcolm Gladwell Malcolm Gladwell is a very well-known
non-fiction author, journalist, and speaker. His books are fascinating because he searches for the
counterintuitive in the mundane. Interested in collecting stories and researchâ€”and overlapping the
twoâ€”Gladwell weaves sociology, psychology, and social psychology into his writing. His ideas are
fascinating, resulting in the popularity of his work worldwide. His books are suspenseful, intriguing, and full
of ideas, which is why people love reading them. The Story of Success, which examines the factors that
contribute to high levels of success. Dionne Brand Dionne Brand is a poet, novelist, essayist, and
documentarian. Her writing is formal, honest, and passionate, and she experiments with language while
exploring her ancestry as a woman of color in Canada. We recommend What We All Long For, a story about
urban life, the bittersweetness of youth, and the secrets that families try to hide. Many authors strive to have
their books reviewed by a professional because a published review even a negative one can be a great source
of publicity.
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Her stories have a Canadian approachâ€”especially to wildernessâ€”and she writes creative nonfiction and memoir, as
well as historical, speculative, science, and dystopian fiction. Her writing has a feminist perspective, and her typical
heroine is the modern urban woman.

6: U.S. Route 89 - Wikipedia
Every week we bring you the latest in Canadian mobile news. Listed below is a quick overview of the top stories from
the past seven days.

7: The best and worst Canadian book stories of - NOW Magazine
"His influence on the story form has been incalculable and the literature owes him much gratitude." â€” John Metcalf,
Introduction, Best Canadian Stories 07 06 Best Canadian Stories, (ed.): Oberon Press, (Stories by P. K. Page, Alice
Munro, Mark Anthony Jarman, Andre Narbonne, Matt Lennox, Dave Margoshes, Bill Gaston, Leon Rooke, David Helwig,
& Patrick Lane.).

8: Oberon Press, Ottawa, Canada
The best and worst Canadian book stories of The highs and lows in the CanLit scene were often one in the same this
year.
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Cooper, Paige. Zolitude. Paige Cooper's short stories catalogue moments in love. These are stories about women who
built time machines when they were nine, or who predict cataclysm, or who think their dreams are reality.
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